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the intensity of the VIS and IR beams. All control experiments

thus strongly suggest that the spectral feature we observe is a

property of interfacial H2O (see section 1 of the Electronic Sup-

plementary Information for details).

Note that the IVSF/IIR spectrum shown in Figure 2a contains

not only the vibrational response of interfacial water molecules

but also depends on the incident angles and polarizations of

all beams. The interfacial vibrational information is contained

in the dependence of interfacial water’s nonlinear susceptibility

(χ(2)) on the frequency of the incident infrared field. As is

shown in equation (1), however, in addition to χ(2), IVSF/IIR

depends on the well-known Fresnel coefficients (L) describing

the reflection and transmission of all fields at an interface

and their polarizations (ê is the unit polarization vector), the

spectrum of the visible pulse (EVIS, ⊗ indicates a convolu-

tion), and the emission angle of the VSF field (θVSF)36–38.

IVSF(νIR +νVIS)

IIR(νIR)
∝ sec

2 θVSF

∣

∣

∣
EVIS ⊗

(

[êVSF ·LVSF] ·χ(2)(νIR) : [êVIS ·LVIS][êIR ·LIR]
)∣

∣

∣

2

(1)

The Fresnel coefficients depend on the incident angles of the

fields, their polarizations and the frequency-dependent, refrac-

tive indices of water and air. Their functional form has been

well described previously and is reproduced, along with the com-

plete expressions for the reflected VSF signal, in section 2 of the

Electronic Supplementary Information36–38. For purposes of this

study the key point is that they are known independently of our

measurements. Thus, calculating the Fresnel coefficients and in-

dependently measuring the spectrum of our visible pulse, i.e. EVIS,

we can extract χ(2) from the data.

We quantify χ(2) by following prior workers and assume it is a

coherent superposition of a nonresonant contribution (χ
(2)
nr ), and

one or more Lorentz-type resonances (χ
(2)
r )39:

χ(2) = χ
(2)
nr +χ

(2)
r

= |χnr|e
iε +∑

n

χn

νIR −νn + iΓn

(2)

in which |χnr| and ε are the nonresonant amplitude and phase,

and χn, νn and Γn are the complex amplitude, center frequency

and damping constant of the n
th resonance. We model our data

by combining equation (2) with the appropriate Fresnel coeffi-

cients and substituting the resulting product into equation (1)

(see section 2 of the Electronic Supplementary Information for

full details). The resulting fit to the data using this approach and

a single resonance is shown in Figure 2.

Because water’s reflectivity is strongly frequency-dependent

over 680-1050 cm−1, one would expect a dramatic change in

measured IVSF/IIR as a function of angles and polarizations of the

incident beams. If our line-shape model is correct, these changes

should be entirely captured in the Fresnel coefficients: data col-

lected under different incident beam angles and polarizations

should be well described by the same χ(2) (i.e. the same parame-

ters in equation (2)). As shown in Figures 2a and 2b, we find that

measuring our sample with different beam incident angles and

polarizations leads to drastic changes in IVSF/IIR but that all spectra

can be well described with a single resonance with the same cen-

ter frequency, line width and amplitude: the drastic differences

in the measured spectra are quantitatively described by changes

in Fresnel coefficients. The center frequency of the resulting reso-

nance is 834 cm−1. We emphasize that assuming χ
(2)
r = 0 results

in a qualitative misfit of the data (see section 4.1 of the Electronic

Supplementary Information for more details).

Assignment

Having demonstrated that we probe an 834 cm-1 resonance of

interfacial water, we turn to the vibrational response of the bulk

liquid to help in this mode’s assignment. Water’s libration is the

closest in frequency to our observed feature (in bulk liquid water

no other mode is within a factor of two in energy40). Probed via

IR absorption, in bulk liquid water it has a center frequency of

≈ 670 cm-1 at 25 ◦C. On cooling, it narrows and blue-shifts by

≈ 165 cm-1 until the formation of ice28,41–43. Probed via sponta-

neous Raman scattering, the spectral response of water’s libration

is more complicated. At 25 ◦C, modes are apparent at 450, 550,

and 722 cm−1 44 (where the 450 cm −1 is IR inactive). However,

the quantitative trend with cooling is the same: spectral weight

shifts to higher frequencies with cooling until reaching ice where

modes are apparent at 682, 799 and 920 cm -1 45,46. As shown in

Figure 3 we find that our observed spectral weight blue-shifts on

cooling from 23 to 0 ◦C, similar to both bulk-sensitive techniques.

While there are no prior VSF measurements of the libration

at liquid water interfaces, two published computational studies

have reported VSF spectra of the air/water interface at these fre-

quencies. Both Perry et al. and Nagata et al. find a single broad

peak, qualitatively similar to that of the IR absorption in bulk wa-

ter47,48. Quantitatively, however, the results of the two studies

differ. Perry et al.’s findings agree remarkably well with our mea-

sured response: the librational mode of water at the air/water

interface is blue-shifted ≈ 200 cm−1 relative to that of bulk wa-

ter47. Similar to our results (see Figure 2) they predict the reso-

nant intensity observed under the ssp polarization condition to be

≈ 4× larger than that under ppp. In contrast, Nagata and cowork-

ers, as part of a study on the bend of water at the air/water in-

terface, found the interfacial librational spectral response quan-

titatively similar to bulk48. However, their sensitivity tests and

prior studies by others49 strongly suggest that the spatial trunca-

tion scheme adapted to maximize computational efficiency, while
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Fig. 2 IVSF/IIR plotted as a function of incident IR frequency for spectra collected in (a) geometry I under the ssp polarization condition and (b) in

geometry I under the ppp, and geometry II under both ssp and ppp. Solid and dashed lines are fits to the data using the line-shape model described

in the text. The fit of the spectra shown in (a) is reproduced in (b) for comparison. All spectra shown have been normalized to account for the

frequency-dependent IR intensity and to account for intensity variations between experimental configurations (see section 2 of the Supplementary

Information for details).
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Fig. 3 IVSF/IIR as a function of infrared frequency collected under the ssp

polarization condition at 0◦ and 23◦C.

suitable for study of the bending mode of interfacial water, is not

appropriate for accurate description of the libration.

To summarise, we have demonstrated that the feature appar-

ent at 875 cm−1 in our VSF spectra is the result of a resonance

of interfacial water centered at 834 cm−1. Based on (i) the sim-

ilarity in the center frequency of χ
(2)
r to that of the libration of

bulk water measured via IR absorption and spontaneous Raman

scattering, (ii) the similar temperature dependence of the reso-

nance we observe and bulk water’s libration, and (iii) the close

correspondence between our measured signal and that predicted

for the libration of interfacial water by Perry et al.47, we assign

the 834 cm−1 resonance to the libration of water at the air/water

interface.

Before moving onto the implications of this observation it is

worth noting that in bulk water the libration of D2O is shifted by

≈ 170 cm−1 to lower energies than that of H2O41. Should the

feature we observe be the libration of interfacial H2O, and the

change of libration frequency when changing from H2O to D2O

be similar in bulk liquid water and at the air/water interface, we

would expect that probing the air/D2O interface in the 700-1050

cm−1 should reveal only the high frequency shoulder of a mode

centered at lower frequencies. Our measurements (see Section

3 of the Electronic Supplementary Information) are consistent

with this expectation, further suggesting that the resonance we

observe at the air/H2O interface is the libration of interfacial wa-

ter.
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Implications for Interfacial Water Structure

The fact that the libration changes frequency as one moves from

bulk liquid to the air/water interface while the OH stretch, and

time-averaged structure and ps structural dynamics extracted

from simulation, do not, suggests that this resonance provides

new insight into interfacial water structure. Because the existence

of a libration in liquid water is a consequence of the hindering of

water’s rotation by hydrogen bonds, the libration frequency is a

measure of the ease of changing hydrogen bond angles for an

intact hydrogen bond. Alternatively, the libration frequency is

proportional to the stiffness of water’s rotational potential while

hydrogen bonded. To understand why water’s libration at the

air/water interface should differ significantly in frequency from

that of the same mode in the bulk liquid, but many other observ-

ables differ little between these two environments, we first review

work developing a microscopic picture of how the OH stretch re-

lates to water structure.

As emphasized by Geissler in a recent review50, and follow-

ing work by a number of other groups51–55, the OH stretch fre-

quency of water molecules decreases on moving from gas to liq-

uid due to coupling to low-frequency modes and the magnitude

of this change is proportional to the local electric field on an OH

group’s hydrogen atom projected in the direction of the OH bond.

The change in OH stretch frequency (i.e. ∆ν
g→l
OH ) is thus quite

sensitive to the hydrogen-bond distance (∆ν
g→l
OH ∝1/(O-H· · ·O)2),

much less sensitive to the hydrogen-bond angle (∆ν
g→l
OH ∝ (cos 6 O-

H· · ·O)), and relatively insensitive to the presence of additional

water molecules, i.e. three-body and higher interactions. In this

simplified picture, the linewidth of the OH stretch spectral re-

sponse is the result of static disorder: OH groups do not change

frequency on the time scale of light absorption. Calculations

of the full VSF spectral response suggest this approximation is

surprisingly accurate, accounting for motional narrowing is not

necessary to qualitatively reproduce experimental VSF spectra56.

Thus, the OH stretch frequency reports principally on hydrogen-

bond distance and a decrease in frequency indicates a decrease in

distance.

Because VSF studies of the OH stretch at the air/water interface

(when studying isotopically diluted H2O) find a center frequency

of the OH stretch similar to bulk liquid water20, this logic im-

plies that hydrogen bond distances should be the same in both

environments. Indeed simulations of average hydrogen bond dis-

tance and angle at the air/water interface confirm this picture25.

In addition to studying time averaged structural properties, atom-

istic simulation can be straightforwardly used to study the struc-

tural dynamics of water. Such studies in bulk have clarified that

water’s hydrogen bond network breaks and reforms rapidly, i.e.

transfer of a hydrogen bond from an old to a new acceptor, so-

called hydrogen bond exchange, takes ≈ 100 fs, but infrequently,

i.e. once every several ps, and involves the concerted motion of

> 3 water molecules21,22. Similar work at the air/water interface

has shown that the mechanism by which hydrogen bonds break

and reform is quite similar to bulk liquid and that such reforming

of water’s hydrogen bond network also occurs on ps timescales25.

While it thus seems clear that changes in libration frequency need

not be related to changes in slower structural dynamics, it is less

clear that there should be no relation between hydrogen bond dis-

tance and the stiffness of water’s rotational potential. Certainly

at least both of these observables describe the hydrogen-bonded

state.

Computational studies of the gas-phase water dimer make

clear, e.g see Scott and Vanderkoi57, that in the gas phase as

the two waters approach each other the OH rotational poten-

tial is stiffened. As a result OH stretch frequency and libration

frequency are strongly anti-correlated: with decreasing hydrogen

bond distance OH stretch frequency decreases and libration fre-

quency increases. For a gas phase water dimer the most ener-

getically favorable hydrogen bonding distance and angle depends

only on the relative position of the two molecules. It is not imme-

diately obvious that such a 2-body character describes the inter-

molecular potential in, and thus that such a OH stretch/libration

frequency correlation should extend to, liquid water.

X-ray, neutron and thermodynamic studies of bulk liquid water

demonstrate that with decreasing temperature hydrogen bonds

increase in strength and hydrogen bond distance decreases58–60.

Consistent with these results, with decreasing temperature OH

stretch frequency shifts to lower energies40. As discussed above,

and also consistent with the trend expected from the dimer, with

decreasing temperature the libration frequency shifts to higher

energies41. That is, with stronger hydrogen bonding in liquid

water hydrogen-bond distance shortens and the rotational poten-

tial stiffens. While the correlation of the temperature-dependent

changes in libration and OH stretch frequency of liquid water thus

resemble those of the dimer, intriguingly, Fayer and coworkers

have demonstrated that at low temperatures the 2-body char-

acter of the intermolecular potential does not61. In particular,

they show that with cooling, i.e. stronger hydrogen bonding, wa-

ter’s rotational potential increasingly changes from a 2-body to

multi-body character61. This change is rationalized by noting that

water’s structural correlations also increase dramatically with de-

creasing temperature62,63. Consistent with the logic of Geissler

and coworkers described above, OH stretch frequencies are rela-

tively insensitive to this change in character of water’s intermolec-

ular potential. Fayer and coworkers observe it only via a temper-

ature dependent decoupling of the librational contribution to the

OH orientational correlation function and OH stretch frequency.

Given this understanding of bulk liquid water it seems reason-

able to ask whether an air/water interface also induces structural

correlations. Simulation studies clarify that, while hydrogen bond

distances are quite similar at the air/water interface and in bulk

liquid water, structural correlations are dramatically enhanced

(this is immediately evident from the fact that interfacial water

molecules have a preferential orientation with respect to an ex-

ternal reference frame while those in bulk do not)25,64. Armed

with both of these observations it is perhaps unsurprising that

when moving from bulk liquid water to the air/water interface

the OH stretch frequency is constant but the libration frequency is

not. Evidently, forming the air/interface induces structural corre-

lations similar to those found when cooling liquid water without

the decrease in hydrogen bond distance.

It is finally worth noting that, while the frequency and polar-
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ization dependence of our measured interfacial libration are well

predicted by one of the two published studies of the librational

response of VSF spectra of water at the air/water interface, much

work clearly remains to be done For example, while both theory

studies find that the libration of water at the air/water interface,

similar to bulk IR absorption measurements, is only a single spec-

tral feature47,48, we cannot rule out the possibility that there is

a second librational resonance of interfacial water at frequencies

< 650 cm−1 (i.e. outside the detection window of our current ex-

perimental set up). Similarly, while our data are well described

by a single, homogeneously broadened resonance, we cannot rule

out the possibility of inhomogeneous broadening due either to li-

brations of double hydrogen-bond donors at multiple, distinct,

frequencies, distinct librations of singly hydrogen-bond donating

species or other forms of structural heterogeneity37,65–69. We also

cannot rule out the possibility such populations exist and do not

contribute to our observed VSF signal due to orientational effects.

From an experimental point of view, it is clear that extending our

VSF measurements to significantly lower IR frequencies, e.g. 400

cm−1, and conducting 2D IR/VSF measurements over this fre-

quency range would substantially constrain much of this uncer-

tainty. Additionally quantifying the OH stretch rotational aniso-

topy at the air/water interface in a frequency and polarisation re-

solved IR pump / VSF probe scheme, extending the experimental

concept of Fayer and coworkers to interfaces, would directly ad-

dress whether the character of the intermolecular potential at the

air/water interface differs from that in bulk at the same temper-

ature61,70. All of these measurements are technically demanding

and the object of current work in our group. Despite these limi-

tations, our current study offers a new observable describing the

structure and dynamics of water at the air/water interface.

Conclusions

The observation that the frequency of the libration of interfacial

water is blue-shifted by 165 cm−1 relative to that in bulk liquid

water suggests that the potential of mean force underlying wa-

ter rotation is significantly stiffer at the air/water interface than

in bulk. In contrast, much prior experiment and simulation in-

vestigating the time averaged structure and picosecond structural

dynamics of hydrogen-bonded OH groups at the air/water inter-

face find that, from the perspective of these observables, inter-

facial water is similar to bulk liquid water. There is no contradic-

tion between these apparently discordant viewpoints. Water’s OH

stretch frequency is principally sensitive to hydrogen bond dis-

tance while libration frequency is proportional to the stiffness of

water’s rotational potential around intact hydrogen bonds: each

observable samples different aspects of water’s intermolecular po-

tential. Similarly, water’s picosecond structural dynamics involve

the breaking and reforming of hydrogen bonds and require con-

certed motions of > 3 water molecules. These motions are sub-

stantially less frequent than those of water’s rotational libration,

they occur at THz frequencies, and are thus not sampled in our

spectral window.

In this study we describe a novel probe of the intact hydrogen

bond network of interfacial water: interfacial water’s libration. In

addition to the insight into water physics it offers, the ability to

probe interfacial water’s libration immediately suggests a num-

ber of intriguing avenues of future research. As has been well

documented in bulk, the water’s libration is both important in

understanding the dissipation of excess vibrational energy26–28

and in many aqueous phase chemical reactions. Probing the in-

terfacial libration makes it possible to gain similar mechanistic

insights into vibrational relaxation and heterogeneous chemistry

at aqueous interfaces2,3,32,33.
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